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Introduction to 

Gaussian 

Expansion 

Method

1. What’s GEM

2. Advantages of GEM



 Gaussian basis

 GEM parameters

Precise Few-body Method-

GEM

GEM is  an ab initio basis expansion method to solve Schödinger

Equation of Few-body systems by variational principle.

 Schödinger Equation and wave 

function

 Eigen equation and matrix elements



High precision

 The First ten Hydrogen energy levels  Hydrogen wave functions

Obtain ten energy levels in one 

calculation with high precision. 



Rapid convergence

 Deuteron binding energy with 

Gaussian basis numbers  Deuteron：S-D mixing state

Convergent at a very small basis 

number！Useful and important ！

 Calculated properties of Deuteron



Application to 
DK, DDK, DDDK 

molecules

1.DK, DDK, DDDK MOLECULES

2. DDDS0* SYSTEM

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION



Observation of Ds0*(2317)

 𝐷𝑠
+՜𝐾+𝐾−𝜋+

 𝐷𝑠
+՜𝐾+𝐾−𝜋+𝜋0

E=(2316.8 ± 0.4) MeV

Width=(8.6 ± 0.4) MeV

E=(2317.6 ± 1.3) MeV

Width=(8.8 ± 1.1) MeV

𝑐 ҧ𝑠 or  DK molecule？

The naïve quark model predicted mass as a 𝒄ത𝒔
state is about 160 MeV higher than the Exp.

In 2003, the BABAR collaboration observed 

a particle at the invariant mass 2320MeV.



Fitting of Ds0*(2317)

 DK molecule picture：

Binding energy 45MeV,  <3.8MeV width.

Strong Chiral LO attractive interaction and    

repulsive NLO interaction.

 LO Weinberg-Tomozawa (WT) DK 

interaction

 DK potential (S-wave, spin=0, isospin=0)

NLO repulsive core and LO attractive part
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Can we build up multi-component
molecular states?

 Experiments, theory, and lattice QCD all show that DK interaction 

is strong enough to form the Ds0*(2317)

 A natural question is: if we add one more D, can they form 

molecules of three hadrons or more? 

 We study DDK and DDDK systems to explore this  straightforward 

and naive question



Jacobian coordinates and wave 

functions of DDK and DDDK systems



DD interaction

 DD OBE potential

The cutoff 𝛬 is set by reproducing the X(3872) pole, yielding 1.01GeV, here for 
simplicity we set it to 1.0GeV.

M.Z Liu, T.W Wu et.cl Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.1, 014014



DDK and DDDK Binding energy

DK, DDK, DDDK binding energy with the repulsive 

core parameter Cs ranging from 0-3000MeV.



DDK and DDDK Binding energies with 

different sets of DK potential 
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DDK and DDDK Binding energies with 

different sets of DK potential 

DD interaction makes the DDK 

and DDDK systems more bound, 

but only by a few MeV.

The existence of the DDK and 

DDDK bound states is rather robust 

with respect to the likely existence 

of a short-range repulsive core.

As the range of the attraction 

becomes larger, two bound state 

solutions appear instead of one.



RMS radius and expectation values of the kinetic 

and potential terms of DK and DDK systems
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RMS radius and expectation values of the kinetic 

and potential terms of DK and DDK systems

 The RMS radius of the Ds0(2317), 

which ranges from 1.2 to 2.6 fm, 

increases with the cutoff  Rc

 The geometry of the DDK system 

is more or less of a equilateral 

triangle.

 The DD interaction is weakly 

attractive, accounting for only a 

few MeV of the total potential 

energy



DDs0* and DDDs0* results

 DDs0* OKE Potential

 DDs0* Potential in coordinate space 
DDs0* binding energy is 50-62MeV, 

DDDs0* binding energy is 59-88MeV, 

with respect to DDK and DDDK 

thresholds. which is consistent with 

DDK and DDDK results.

The DDDs0* system, which is equivalent 

to DDDK 4-body system by regarding the 

DK as a Ds0*(2317).



Summary

 We have addressed the question of whether one can build up multi-component 

molecular states. The answer is yes, where we find a bound DDK trimer and 

DDDK tetramer.

 We predict the DDK trimer will bind by about 70MeV and the DDDK tetramer 

by about 100MeV, with variations of a few MeV at most stemming from the 

uncertainties in the DK and DD potentials.

 In addition, even if one treats the Ds0(2317) as a genuine c ҧs state, we still 

predict DDs0 and DDDs0 bound states with the same quantum numbers as the 

DDK trimer and DDDK tetramer.

 To those of D*K, BഥK and B*ഥK, we naively expect the existence of the heavy 

quark symmetry partners of the DDK and DDDK states .
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Thanks for your attention！


